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The cube G3 of a connected graph G is that graph having the same vertex 
set as G and in which two distinct vertices are adjacent if and only if their distance 
in G is at most three. A Hamiltonian-connected graph has the property that every 
two distinct vertices are joined by a Hamiltonian path. A graph G is l-Ham& 
tonian-connected if, for every vertex w of G, the graphs G and G-w are Hamil- 
tonian-connected. A characterization of graphs whose cubes are l-Ham% 
tonian-connected is presented. 
For a positive integer n, the n-th power Gn of a connected graph G is 
defined as that graph having the same vertex set as G and in which two 
distinct vertices are adjacent if and only if their distance in G is at most ~1. 
The graphs G2 and G3 are referred to as the square and cube of G, respec- 
tively. 
A Hamiltonian cycle (path) in a graph G is a cycle (path) containing 
every vertex of G. A graph containing such a cycle is called a Hamiltonian 
graph. A Hamiltonian-connected graph has the property that every two 
distinct vertices are joined by a Hamiltonian path. Following the ter- 
minology introduced in [3] and [S], respectively, we define a graph G 
to be I-Hamiltonian (1-Hamiltonian-connected) if, for every vertex w  of G, 
the graphs G and G - w  are Hamiltonian (Hamiltonian-connected). 
In 1971 Fleischner [4] proved that the square of every 2-connected graph 
is Hamiltonian, thereby verifying the well-known conjecture made inde- 
pendently by Nash-Williams and Plummer.The square of a connected graph 
(having order at least three) may or may not be Hamiltonian, however, 
Among this line, Neuman [9] has characterized those trees whose squares 
are Hamiltonian, and Harary and Schwenk [5] later rediscovered this 
result. 
In 1960 Sekanina [IO] proved that the cube of every connected graph G 
of order at least three is Hamiltonian; in fact, Sekanina showed that G3 is 
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Hamiltonian-connected. (This theorem was also obtained i~de~e~~e~t~y 
by Karaganis [7].) 
Chartrand and Kapoor [2] considered another variation of the 
Hamiltonian properties of cubes of graphs and proved that the cube of a 
connected graph having order at least four is l- ami~to~ia~. This result 
was extended to higher powers in two directions, by obbs [6] and by 
Bhat and Kapoor [l]. 
Hence, we have noted that, if G is a connected graph of order at least 
four, then G3 is both Hamiltonian-connected and ~-~amiltonia~. It is 
natural to inquire whether a more general result yet may exist. It may even 
be reasonable to conjecture that, if G is a connected graph of order at least 
three, then G3 is l-Hamiltonian-connected. This is not true in general, 
however. For example, if G is the graph of Figure I, th 
Hamiltonian u - v path in the graph G3 - w, while, if 
Figure 2, then H3 - w  contains no Hamiltonian u - u path. 
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FIGURE 2. 
As we shall now see, with regard to the cube of a connected graph being 
l-Hamiltonian-connected, the graphs of Figures 1 and 2 and the vertices 
so designated are rather exceptional. The purpose of this paper is to classify 
all connected graphs G of order at least three and all vertices u, v, an 
of G such that G3 - w  contains a Hamiltonian u - o path. This result wifli 
enable us to characterize all graphs whose cubes are ~-Hami~to~~a~- 
connected. 
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A few preliminary definitions are in order. An end-vertex of a graph G 
is a vertex of degree 1. A bridge e of a graph G is called non-terminal if 
neither vertex incident with e is an end-vertex. A collection S of non- 
terminal bridges is called a non-terminal bridge set if there exists a vertex 
incident with all bridges of S but with no other edge. Given a connected 
graph G with a cut-vertex w, let S, ,..., S, be the components of G - w. 
Then the w-sections of G are the subgraphs of G induced by the sets 
V(Si) U {w} for i in {l,..., r}. We denote paths by sequences of vertices. 
Given sequences P and P’, (P), (P’) denotes the sequence composed of 
everything in P followed by everything in P’. 
THEOREM. Let G be a connected graph of order at least three such that 
u, v, w  E V(G). Then G3 - w  contains a Hamiltonian u - v path if and only 
ifu, v, and w  are not incident with bridges belonging to a non-terminal bridge 
set. 
Proof. Suppose that u, v, and w  E V(G) are incident with bridges in a 
non-terminal bridge set B with k edges. Let x be the vertex with which all 
edges of B are incident. Suppose there exists a Hamiltonian u - v path P 
in G3 - w. Let S be the set containing x and the k vertices adjacent with 
x in G. Note that (u, v, w) 2 S. Let T consist of k vertices at distance two 
from a- with one vertex of T in each x-section. Since no edge in B meets 
a vertex of T, w  $ T and so all of the vertices in T are on P. But u and v 
are in S and are at the ends of P. Since j T I + 1 = 1 S I and w  is in S 
but not in P, some two vertices of T have no vertex of S between them. 
But then there must be two vertices successive in P which have distance 
at least four in G, which is a contradiction. 
Going the other way, it is clearly sufficient to prove this theorem for 
trees. Further, if G is a tree with three vertices the theorem clearly holds. 
Suppose this theorem holds for all trees with k - 1 or fewer vertices, and 
let G be a tree with k vertices, k > 4. Suppose U, v, and w  are not all 
incident with edges of any one non-terminal bridge set of G. 
Suppose v has degree one in G. Let x be the vertex of G adjacent with v. 
If x has degree one in G - v and x is neither u nor w, then u, w, and x are 
vertices of G - v which are not all incident with edges of a non-terminal 
bridge set of G - v. But suppose x E (21, w>. Since G has at least four 
vertices, there is a vertex z of G - v which is within distance three of v 
in G and ‘is neither u nor w. Thus, if x has degree one in G - v and x is 
either u or w, then u, w, and z are three vertices of G - v which are not 
all incident with edges of a non-terminal bridge set of G - v. Suppose x 
has degree greater than one in G - v. If there is an x-section S of G - v 
such that (V(S) - {x}) n {u, w} = m , then there is a vertex z in S which 
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is either adjacent with x and has degree one in G - v or is at distance two 
from x, But then U, W, and z are three vertices of 6 - ZI which are not all 
incident with edges of a non-terminal bridge set of G - u and z is within 
distance three of v in G. But, if each x-section of G - v includes a vertex 
other than x which is u or w, then x is not 21 or W. Further, if neither u nor w  
has degree one in G - v, then there is a vertex z of G - u other than x, 
u, and w  which is within distance two of x and is adjacent with x only if 
one of u or w  is not adjacent with x. Thus either u and w  do not have 
degree one in G - v and there is a vertex z of G - u which is within 
distance three of v in G such that u, w, and z are not all incident with edges 
of a non-terminal bridge set of G - ZI, or one of u and w  has degree one 
in G - v and so u, w, and x are vertices of G - v which are not all incident 
with edges of a non-terminal bridge set of G - O. Thus, if v has degree one 
in G, there is a vertex z in G - v whose distance from v in G is no more 
than three such that U, w, and z are not all incident with edges of a non- 
terminal bridge set of G - v. In (G - v)” - w: let P 
u - z path. Then (P), v is a Hamiltonian z1 - v path i 
theorem holds for G. 
Similarly, if zk is an end-vertex of G, there is a amiltonian M - v path 
in G3 - w. Also, if w  has degree one in 6, then ( - w)s is Zlramiltonian- 
connected by Sekanina’s result, and so G3 - w, which i 
by its subgraph (G - w)~, contains a Hamiltonian u - 
Suppose u, v, and w  are not end-vertices of 6, and sup 
of G contains both u and w. If no vertex other than w  and w  is with 
distance two of v in Q, then u, v, and w  are vertices incident with edges 
of a non-terminal bridge set of G, contrary to our ~ypotbesis. But suppose, 
for every vertex z’ in V(Q) - ( u, v, w} which is within distance two of 2; 
U, w, and z’ are all vertices incident with edges of a non-terminal 
e set of Q - v. Let the vertex of Q adjacent with v be x’. Since x:i 
is within distance two of v in Q, it is u, w, or one of the z’ vertices. enze 
it has degree greater than one in Q - u and so it and some two of the 
vertices adjacent with it must be U, w, and one of the z’ vertices. In 
case, all of the edges incident with x’ in Q - v form a non-terminal br 
set of Q - v which meets u and w. Since v is adjacent in G with x’ and 
does not have degree one in G, u, v, and w  are vertices incident with 
edges of a non-terminal bridge set of G, which is contrary to hypothesis. 
Thus there exists a vertex in V(Q) - ( u, v, w] which is within distance 
two of v in Q and which has the property that it, U, and w  are not 
vertices incident with edges of a non-terminal bridge set of Q - v. 
such a vertex be z. Then in (Q - v)~ - w  there is a amiltonian U -- z 
path B. 
Let the other v-sections of G be Q, ,..., QT. For i in (l,..., r - l.i3 let Pi 
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be a Hamiltonian path in (Qi - 0)” from a vertex adjacent with v in Q!i 
to a vertex within distance two of v in Qi . Let P, be a Hamiltonian path 
in Qr3 to v from a vertex adjacent with v in Q, . Then (P), (PI),..., (Pr) is a 
Hamiltonian u - v path in G3 - w. 
A similar argument holds if some u-section of G contains both v and w. 
But if u and w  are in different v-sections of G, then the u - w  path in G 
contains v. Thus v and w  are joined by a portion of this path in G - u, 
and so v and w  are in the same u-section of G. Thus G3 - w  contains a 
Hamiltonian u - v path. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We are now in a position to characterize graphs whose cubes are 
I-Hamiltonian connected. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a connected graph of order at least three. Then 
G3 is I-Hamiltonian-connected if and only if G contains no non-terminal 
bridge set. 
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